COVERAGE THROUGH CURRENT MODEL YEAR

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE PARTS ORGANIZER

- One SKU does it all, no need to carry multiple SKUs
- Very portable for ease of use anywhere
- O-Rings - metric, captive, dual and standard
- Quality components, O.E. fit and function
- Sealing washers & slim line washers
- All O-Rings are R134a green HNBR
- Covers domestic, European & Asian Vehicles
- Components are organized for ease of use
- Chrysler gaskets, caps, valve cores, orifice tubes
- Coverage in only 125 SKUs

4 TRAYS HOLD A TOTAL OF 626 PIECES!

- TRAY 1 - O-Rings
- TRAY 2 - O-Rings
- TRAY 3 - Sealing washers, valve cores, & caps
- TRAY 4 - Metal gaskets & orifice tubes